2022 - 2023

Saturdays 9:30 - 10:30

Pre Instrumental
Music Class
4 to 6 years
This is a course for young children . The course
provides children with a range of individual, partner
and group activities and games through which they can
work with more advanced concepts such as music
reading, tempo, dynamics and timbre. In addition the
participants get toto work with a number of classroom
percussion instruments. This is a music preparation
course and it’s designed to create a love of music. They
get an understanding of pulse and rhythm and develop
their singing voice. Children learn how to react to music
in a fun environment and are prepared to take up a
musical instrument of their choice at 7 years of age

Mondays : 16:00 - 17:00

Music appreciation
class
6 - 8 years

Classes focus on musical storytelling and movement, rhythmic
and melodic notation, pitch matching and improvisation on the
instruments. Children will also explore the music of different
cultures, as well as classical, jazz and traditional music. This
class provides an excellent opportunity for young children to
explore and enjoy music with others of the same age. Together
they absorb musical concepts like high and low, fast and slow,
steady beat, dynamics and pulse through fun games, call-andresponse songs and movement. They learn to use their voices
expressively to sing and chant. They become sensitive to
phrasing, articulation and dynamics, and demonstrate this while
playing percussion instruments, moving creatively to music or
drawing what they hear. They will also discover how sound is
produced in instruments by tapping, plucking, bowing or
blowing. Children will also be introduced to music tales like
Peter and the Wolf and The Carnival of Animals

Tuesdays :
16:00 - 17:00

garden yoga 5-9 years
If you want your children to embrace a healthy and mindful life,
introducing them to yoga and meditation from an early age can be a
great start. Various characters accompany the children on magical
adventures which are all based on mindfulness principles, as well as
respect for others and our environment.
Story telling and Yoga combine beautifully and powerfully together,
and our stories form an integral part of our Yoga classes. We adapt
well known children's stories to Yoga. We begin by reading the story to
the children first, as a focus and to fire the up their imagination. We
then integrate the various, beautiful Yoga poses to recreate the
different stories. We start off using easier poses and then move on to
more difficult ones week by week..
Yoga stories are a beautiful way to encourage children to use their
imaginations. Children must visualize the characters and the setting,
each coming up with unique versions. They will learn that their
imaginations are limitless and can take them anywhere, anytime.
Sign up for our GARDEN YOGA class. Mats and Blocks are provided.

Wednesdays :
15:00 - 16:00
Cosmic yoga 9 - 12 years
We use stories, role-play and a good portion of silliness to make
yoga and mindfulness fun for kids. We encourage them to move
and stretch their bodies - and squeeze in breathing, relaxation
and visualisation techniques along the way. Childrenare
encouraged to move and learn with fun, interactive, and
educational yoga cards, and other engaging yoga resources for
kids. We spark their imaginations and get them into action with
as they learn while they move.
Our yoga stories combine easy yoga poses for kids with exciting
adventures that will help growing bodies and minds.
Through creative storytelling, your children learn while acting
out the stories. The different story characters demonstrate the
poses, which help children develop awareness of their bodies
and how they move. This improves motor skills and gives them
an outlet for self-expression. .

Wednesdays :
16:00 - 17:00
teen yoga
Yoga boasts a host of benefits for students of all ages, but
teenagers may even be the big winners. Besides offering
physical advantages like increased core strength and better
balance, stress management is a definite perk! Teenagers are
facing stressors like exams, relationships and the desire to stay
healthy, often without the necessary tools to overcome these
obstacles. This is where yoga classes for teens can really help
out!
Yoga for teens promotes discipline, focus and time away from
busy teenage lives, serving as a healthy alternative to screen
time. It helps clear the mind, improve your mood, and offers
balance when life seems challenging.
Sign up for our Yoga Class on Wednesdays

Wednesdays :
18:00 - 19:00
tap dancing
Tap dance is making a comeback lately, with movies like
“Happy Feet”, tap being featured on popular shows like “So You
Think You Can Dance”, and viral videos from tap artists such as
Syncopated Ladies. With its origins in African and Irish cultures,
tap dance evolved into a unique art form that is increasing in
popularity .
In our beginner level tap class, dancers will learn a variety of
steps that focus on timing, musicality, and rhythm. Our tap
classes follow a similar structure including a warm-up, across
the floor progressions, and a center combination.
Participants have the option of purchasing tap shoes or of using
heavy shoes instead,

SOPA DRAMA

Fridays and Saturdays
10 to 16 years
During SOPA Friday and Saturday students get a taste of all
three disciplines through fast paced, engaging curriculum that
focuses on storytelling through not only scene work, but song
and dance. Students can look forward to building a solid
foundation across a wide range of musical styles & approaches
through the development of technical skills and performance
repertoire.
Classes for 10+ include:
Whole class, small group work and individual training to
develop personal and collaborative skills
Beginner, Intermediate & Advanced technique building in
MT Dance
Beginner, Intermediate & Advanced vocal coaching
focusing strongly on healthy singing habits
Important focus on Scene to Song (Storytelling)
Great emphasis on the creation of original work including
self devised scenes, songs and choreography
Strong focus on character development, improvisation and
other drama essentials
Interactive and fast paced classes including games, theatre
sports, costumes, props and loads of FUN!
Performance Opportunities (Spotlights,Open Days, End of
Year Musical)

SOPA drama
Fridays and Saturdays
4 to 9 years
During SOPA Friday and Saturday students get a taste of all
three disciplines through fast paced, engaging curriculum that
focuses on storytelling through not only scene work, but song
and dance. Students can look forward to building a solid
foundation across a wide range of musical styles & approaches
through the development of technical skills and performance
repertoire.
Classes for kids include:
Whole class, small group work and individual training to
develop personal and collaborative skills
Strong focus on developing confident presentation skills (eg.
Public speaking, vocal quality and clarity)
Beginner technique building in musical theatre dance.
Beginner technique focusing strongly on the development of
healthy singing habits
Performance Opportunities (Open Days, End of Year
Musical)

SOPA choir
Mondays 17:00
8 to 16 years
Kids get told all day long to quiet down by teachers and adults,
but in choir, they’re actually encouraged to make noise–– a lot
of noise! More over they get to build long lasting friendships as
they work together to create music and song . Singing
encourages communication, and increases vocabulary and
language skills. It also boosts self-confidece. It takes guts to get
up and sing in front of an audience. What’s great about choral
singing is that your child won’t have to be up there alone.
They’ll stand alongside their peers and know that participating
creates a sense of pride and spirit. Kids will take that confidence
with them wherever they go—to participate in sports, answer
questions in class, stand up for beliefs, or try new things.
Our choir is prepared for various performances throughout the
year. It performs over the Christmas Season as well as during
various events throughout the year. This course is at no
additional cost to any SOPA students enrolled during 2022/2023

